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yT;mia] Amittai (1.1) Apy" Joppa (1.3) yrib.[i Hebrew (1.9) 

hn"Ay Jonah (1.1) hwEn>ynI Nineveh (1.2) vyvir.T; Tarshish (1.3) 

 
LemmaLemmaLemmaLemma    Parsing/GlossParsing/GlossParsing/GlossParsing/Gloss    NotesNotesNotesNotes    

1.1 Dav §136R1; GKC §49b N1; J-M §118c N2, 146c; IBHS 554, 613 

-rbD yhyw 
… la hwhy 

 Usually glossed as “YHWH’s word [The word of YHWH] came to 

...”; this “quotation formula” frequently introduces a divine 

pronouncement to a prophet. 

1.2 J-M §138a, 141c; IBHS 258 

yK  This may be either causal (because/for) or content (that) [cf. 3.2]; 

reading the Hebrew text answers many questions, but it also 

raises questions that are invisible in translation. 

1.3 Dav §14; GKC §116d, 122t, 135p 

hvyvrT  “Tarshish” + locative h 

Apy  “to Joppa”; BH does not need a preposition or locative h when 

verbs of motion make the object or direction clear (�  HBI 

§2.1.1a). 

hYna ship (3/31; ) 

haB  fs Q Ptc; attributive to hYna 

rkv fare, hire, wages (1/28; ) 

1.4 Dav §14; IBHS 381 

lyj throw, cast (H) (4/9/14; ) 

r[s storm, tempest (2/8; ) 

bvx D Ptc The only biblical occurrence of bvx with an inanimate subject: 

“was thinking about” 

1.5 GKC §51m 

War.yYIw: Q Pr < ary ary is a “strong” I-y verbal root (the initial y is a vowel letter). 

xLm sailor (cf. xlm ≈ salt) (1/4; ) 

vya  distributive (�  HBI §1.1.1d) 

lqhl H NC < llq BH does not need an expressed direct object here; the ship is 

being lightened of her load. 

hkry the side, hold (1/28; ); here = dual 

hnyps ship (1/1; ) 

~dr fall asleep (N) (2/7/7; ) 

1.6 Dav §8R3, 70a; GKC §120b; J-M §127a, 161i 

lbx sailor (1/5; ); collective (� HBI §1.1.1b) 

ylWa perhaps (1/45; ) 

tv[ think [of], pay 

attention [to] 

(1/1/1; ) 

1.7 GKC §150k; IBHS 335 N15 

ymLvB on whose account, 

because of whom 
ym + lv (= rva) + b 
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Jonah 1.8-2.2 

1.8 Dav §8R4; J-M 143h; IBHS 328 

yml rvaB  || ymLvB (� 1.7) 

!yam from where? !ya + !m 

hZm-ya from where? hz + !m + ya 

1.9 GKC §2b; J-M §121l 

ary ms Q Ptc Some stative verbs use an adjective that looks like 3ms Q P. 

rva  refers back to hwhy 
hvBy dry land, ground (3/14; ) 

1.10 Dav §67b; GKC §117q; J-M §143g 

hary fear, terror (2/45; ); when an object and verb have the same root, the object is 

called a cognate accusative. These are usually paraphrased: “The 

men feared greatly …” 

1.11 Dav §65d; GKC §113u, 165a; J-M §113m, 116e,g, 123s, 161m, 169i 

qtv be quiet (2/4/4; ) 

r[s storm, rage (2/3/7; ) 

r[sw %lh  hendiadys (� HBI §2.3.2) 

1.12 J-M 169i; IBHS 335 n15 

ynWaf 2ms Q V < afn 
(+1cs) 

The object suffix shifts the accent, lengthening the vowel under 

the first radical. 

ynlyjhw 2mp H V < lWj 

(+1cs) 

yLvB on my account, 

because of me 

(� 1.7, 8) 

1.13 Dav §109; GKC §51m, 103f N4, 152g; J-M §141i, 152d, 160j, 161l; Wms §403, 595; 

IBHS 267 

rtx row, dig (1/8/8; ) 

1.14 Dav §62; GKC §16f; J-M 114f 

hNa Ah! (2/6; ); an + Ha (usually addressed to God) 

yqn / ayqn Innocent (1/43); according to Mp this is one of twelve added a’s in BH. 

1.15 GKC §61c 

WavYw  Dageš forte is missing from the f; doubled consonants followed 

by vocal šewa often lose dageš. 

@[z raging, storming (1/7; ) 

1.16 J-M 125u n1 

rdn Vow (2/31/31; ) 

2.1 N.B.: Most English versions label this 1.17. 

Hnm 
appoint, ordain 

(4/9/28; ); the dageš in the final H- is called mappiq, and shows 

that the H- is a consonant, not a vowel letter. 

gD fish (3/19; ) 

[lB swallow (1/20/41; ) 

h[m internal organs, 

stomach 

(2/32; ) 

2.2 GKC §122s 

hgD fish (1/15; ) 

h[m  � 2.1 
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Jonah 2.3-9 

2.3 J-M §119y n2 

 The “poetic” layout, and the placement of the break (called caesura) in each line is 

assigned by K. Elliger, who edited the Minor Prophets in BHS; the caesura may or may 

not correspond to the line’s syntax or semantics. 

yl hrCm  !m of origin + possessive -l = out of my distress 

ynInE[Yw ynI E- me 1cs suffix 

[Wv cry for help (1/21/21); not a hollow root; the waw is consonantal 

2.4 GKC §117r 

hlWcm depth, deep sea (1/12; ?); the verb shows motion, so directive h- is not necessary 

ynbbsy  1cs suffix 

rBvm breaker, wave (1/5) 

lG heap, wave (1/16) 

2.5  

vrG drive away, toss (1/3/48) 

DgNm from before, from in 

front of 

(1/26); dg,n< + !mi 

@ysAa  H of @sy + NC of X, “[do] X again”, a common verbal hendiadys 

(� HBI §2.3.2) 

2.6 IBHS 215 n103 

@pa surround (1/5/5) 

vpn-d[; to death  

~AhT. sea, deep (1/36) 

@Ws reeds, rushes (1/5); collective; used of @WS-~y" 
vbx bind, tie up (1/28/32) 

yvarl around(?) my head  

2.7 Dav §106b 

bcq bottom, base; 

extremity 

(1/3) 

xyrB bar (1/41); i.e., the bars used to lock a door or gate 

yd[B  d[B (upon/about) + 1cs sfx 

txv pit (1/23); a common metonymy for death 

l[Tw  Verbs that are III-h and I-[ look alike in Q and H F and Pr. The 

presence of a direct object shows that this is H. 

yhla hwhy  vocative 

2.8 Dav §143 n1 

@j[ faint (1/6/11) 

… ^yla 
lkyh la 

Avdq 
 

Both phrases have the same referent; Avdq is an adjectival 

genitive: “your holy temple” (� HBI §1.8.1c) 

2.9 J-M 141m; IBHS 267 

~yrMvm D Ptc This is the only biblical occurrence of rmv in D: those who pay 

attention to … (?) 

lbh vanity, worthlessness here ≈ idol (cf. Qohelet) 

~Dsx  direct object of Wbz[y 
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Jonah 2.10-3.9 

2.10 J-M 141m; IBHS 267 

ynaw  Waw+pronoun often signals a change of subject or shift in topic in 

poetry. 

hdAT thanks, thanksgiving (1/32) 

hxBza  The cohortative signals intent (� HBI §2.2.4, 2.2.4a) 

rva  direct object of rdn (i.e., that which I have vowed) 

hwhyl  l is possessive 

2.11 Dav §146R4 

aWq vomit (1/7/9; ) 

3.1 J-M §113m 

  Cf. 1.1 (there are two differences between these vv.).  

3.2 GKC §91f, 141c; J-M §89b, 94h, 102k 

arqW  1. The pointing of the conjunction in Codex L combines two 

readings (Mp notes four occurrences of this phenomenon); the 

textual note says that “many Hebrew MSS” read - W. 
2. Since hayrQh is tacitly identified with the rest of 1.2, the first 

occurrence of yKi in 1.2 is objectifying (indirect discourse). 

hayrq proclamation (1/1; ) 

rbd  rbd usually occurs in D, but 41x in Q (40x as Q Ptc). 

3.3 Dav §34R6; J-M 159f; Wms §81; IBHS 268 

%lhm journey, walk, 

distance(?) 
(2/5) 

3.4 Dav §69c; J-M 111d n1 

lxYw 3ms H Pr < llx  

tkPhn fs N Ptc  

3.5 GKC §133g; J-M 128ba, 141j; Wms §79; IBHS 270 

arq  here ≈ proclaim 

~Wc fast, fasting (1/26) 

qf sackcloth (3/48) 

d[ … !m 
 

Hebrew authors often identify the whole of something by naming 

its extremes. In this case the 3mp suffix on the adjectives refers to 

the same group of people—the Ninevites. 

3.6 GKC §59g 

rb[Yw 3ms H Pr  

trDa mantle, cloak; glory (1/12) 

skyw  The function is reflexive: He covered himself 

rpa ash[es] (1/22) 

3.7  

~[j decision, judgment (1/31) 

wyldG great ones, nobles substantive adj. 

3.8 Dav §69a; J-M §126h; Wms §135; IBHS 170 

  The jussives that began in v. 7 continue in v. 8. 

hqzx strongly, severely, 

sharply 

(1/6); “adverbial” function 

3.9 Dav §43 R1 
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Jonah 3.10-4.7 

3.10 J-M §132f 

!Arx anger (1/41); @a !Arx is probably an adjectival construct: fierce anger 

4.1 GKC §117q; IBHS 377 

[rYw Q Pr < [[r  

rxYw 
 

The verbal root hrx occurs in only two forms: 3ms Q P and 3ms 

Q F. Since the gender and number of its subject do not determine 

its form, it is called an “impersonal” verb. Its subject is indicated 

by l. Cf. the noun !Arx, “anger” (e.g., 3.10). 

4.2 Dav §82; GKC §16f, 114n, 114n N2 

alh aOl + h] When first reading BH, it is often easiest to translate the sentence 

apart from the negative an interrogative, and then to read it as a 

negative question. 

d[ while  

~dq go before, in front 

of; meet, confront 

(1/24/26) 

~Wnx gracious (1/13) 

~Wxr compassionate (1/13) 

%r,a, long (i.e., slow) (1/15) 

4.3  

yYxme  !mi following the adjective [bAj] is comparative 

4.4 J-M §161b 

byjhh H P + interrogative Is it good for/that …? 

4.5 J-M §113k 

hKs hut, shelter (1/31); cf. Succoth, the Feast of Booths 

rva d[ until rva following a preposition is usually considered part of a 

compound preposition 

4.6 GKC §117q 

!Aqyq plant 
The species cannot be identified, perhaps a castor-bean(?); bottle-

gourd(?) (5/5) 

l[;me above l[; + !mi 

4.7 GKC §112h; J-M §80h; Wms §105 

t[lAT worm, grub, weevil (1/41) 

rxv dawn (1/23) 

trxm  the following day; a day after a previous day (1/32) 

4.8  

xrz rise, appear (1/18/18) 

yvyrx silent, still; sharp, 

hot 

(1/1); all of these glosses are somewhat doubtful 

@l[ faint, swoon (1/3/5) 

Avp.n:-ta, 
tWml 

 
The infinitive construct functions as the direct object of lav—he 

asks to die. 

4.9 GKC §113k; IBHS 269, 269 n28 
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Jonah 4.8-11 

4.10 Dav §24R3; GKC §96, 128v; IBHS 335 n14 

sWx be compassionate 

toward, look upon 

with compassion 

(2/24/24) 

lm[ toil, labour (1/11/11) 

!Bv  The prefixed -v corresponds to rva 

hlyl-!B age formula “son of X days/years” ≈ “X days/years old” 

4.11 Dav §121; GKC §20m, 97b, 150a; IBHS 282 

ynaw  
A disjunctive clause, introducing a question, and a change of 

focus from Jonah to YHWH.  

hBrh H NA < hbr This “frozen” form usually functions adverbially as much or 

many; here, followed by comparative !mi, more than. 

ABri ten thousand, myriad (1/11) 

Final masora
1
 

~wks total  

qwsp “verse”  

 

 

                                                 
1
The scribes reckoned the Minor Prophets as a canonical unit (called “The Twelve”); the masora for each prophet gives 

only its total ~yqWsP (“verses”), not its middle verse (as in, e.g., Gn – Ezk). The middle v. of The Twelve and their total 

pasuqîm are listed after Malachi. 


